Annual Meeting of the
International Committee on Historic Towns and Villages
(CIVVIH)

Eger, Hungary
May 16 – 19, 2003

PROGRAM

Thursday, May 15th - Arrival in Budapest (from airport to downtown, use the shuttle bus)
19:00 – 
Meeting for dinner at Fekete Holló, Országház utca 10, Buda (Upper Town)- optional

Friday, May 16th - Meeting in Budapest & Excursion to Eger
10:00 – 12:00
Visit of Budapest historic area. Meeting at the Office of Cultural Heritage, Tancsics Mihaly utca 1, Buda (Upper Town)
12:00 – 13:00
Lunch. Meeting at the Office of Cultural Heritage
13:00 – 19:00
Excursion to Godollo (Baroque castle), Holoko (historic village and World Heritage Site) and Eger.

Saturday, May 17th - Case studies
09:30 – 10:30 – Presentations by CIVVIH members (continuous translation)
Christopher POUND
Comparing the Incomparable: A Role for CIVVIH
Ian HOCKING
Perth Town Hall Refurbishment
10:30 – 11:00
Coffee break

11:00 - 12:00
Other presentations and discussion

12:00 – 14:00
Lunch

14:00 – 15:30 – Presentations by CIVVIH members (continuous translation)
   Ian HOCKING
   Quelling the Confusion
   Anna NURMI-NIELSEN
   Some Ideas about Preservation of a Small Shop Area in an Old Town
   Michel BONNETTE
   The Loss of Knowledge in Traditional Craftsmanship: a Critical Issue for the Preservation of Historic Cities

15:30 – 16:00
Coffee break

16:00 – 17:30
Other presentations and discussion

Sunday, May 18th - Conference: “Innovation in Historic Cities: Additions, Infill and New Constructions”
(simultaneous translation)

09:00 – 09:45
Opening speeches

09:45 – 10:45 – Lectures (Moderator: Ray BONDIN)
   Michel BONNETTE
   Innovation in Historic Cities: A Matter of Attitude
   Sofia AVGERINOU
   New Constructions in Historic Cities and Conservation Policy. The Case of Greece
   Nur AKIN
   Deux exemples d’insertion a Istanbul: les batiments de la "Re-assurance Nationale" et de l’ATV dans le Quartier de Nisantasi
   Tamás FEJERDY
   Facadism - Actual Danger of New Infills in Historic Cities

10:45 – 11:15
Coffee break

11:15 – 12:00- Lectures (Moderator: Tamas FEJERDY)
   Teresa COLLETTA
   Capua nuova and Capua Antica near the Volturno river in the South of Italy: The innovations in their old historic cities
   Michel POLGE, Delphine LECOUVREUR
   Interventions architecturales recentes a PARIS: une nouvelle architecture “ordinaire” confrontee a la protection du patrimoine
   Pavel GREGOR
   Innovation in Historic Cities: Additions, Infill and New Construction“ (Experiences from Slovakia)

12:00 – 14:00
Lunch
14:00 – 15:30 – Lectures *(Moderator: Sofia AVGERINOU)*

Vladimir KROGIUS
The Problem of Restoration and Reconstruction Approaches’ Interaction in the Innovative Process in Historic Cities *(the sight from Russia)*

Bruno MALDONER
A Few Comments Regarding Recent Changes in the Roof-scape of Vienna

Margaret SUTHERLAND, Milos DRDACKY
Testing of SUIT Methodology for Measuring Perceived Quality and Attitudes Within Czech Urban Historical Spaces

Elvira PETRONCELLI
Criteres pour la definition de la qualite et de la propension a la rehabilitation des centres historiques

Helen MAISTROU
New Buildings in Historic Environments - Considerations and Guidelines in the Postgraduate Program “Monument Protection” at the NTUA, Athens, Greece

15:30 – 16:00
Coffee break

16:00 – 16:45 – Lectures *(Moderator: Michel BONNETTE)*

Adam ARNOTH
Historic city - Historic Landscape: Innovation in the World Heritage Site of the Tokaj Wine-region

Michal FIRESTONE
Are Common Practices Valid Where It Comes To 20th Century Heritage?

Gábor WINKLER
Modern Architecture in Historic Environment - 30 years after the Budapest resolution of ICOMOS

16:45 – 17:30 – Round table *(Moderator: Nils AHLBERG)*
ROUND TABLE and conclusion of Conference

---

**Monday, May 19th - Committee business matters**

09:00 – 12:00

Reports:
Annual report - by Ray Bondin, president of CIVVIH
Study of towns in Central Europe - by Chris Pound
APPEAR Project - by Sofia Avgerinou-Kolonia

Meetings:
Rhodes conference - update
Zimbabwe meeting - update
2004 Annual meeting in France – topic & date

General:
CIVVIH - Web-site and electronic newspaper
Headquarters

Miscellaneous

12:00 – 14:00

Lunch
14:00 – 17:00
Action Plan – presentation and discussion
17:00 – 19:00
Dinner

**Tuesday, May 20th – Return to Budapest and Departure of participants**

-------
Registration:

Fee: 300 Euros, includes transportation to and from Eger, food and accommodation in Eger. To be paid upon arrival in Eger.
Participants must register by using the attached registration form.
Coordinates of hotels will be sent to you soon.

**SPECIAL NOTE:**

Members of the CIVVIH are invited to send abstracts for the Case Study Session. This session is devoted to submission of and open discussion on problems/projects that are of personal concern to CIVVIH members in their daily work.